
B&O Show Report 

12/26-1/3/10 

 

The Setup: 

 

-At 7 AM on a cold and rainy December 26th, the Trackers arrived at the B&O museum 

with 34 straight modules, 8 half curves, and a whole bunch of other stuff! Everyone 

arrived on time. We unloaded and put together a 45’x41’ Octagonal layout.  

 

Big thanks to Carl Condon for hauling the trailer to the show! 

 

Many thanks to those who were present for setup: Ed Beaver, Bob Bitzer, Carl Condon, 

Bob Easton, Steve Gobel, Tom Hargis, Tony Hawker, Fred Koester, Harold Pavelka, 

Fred Rossmark, Skip Scheetz, Chris Young, John and Jake Evans, and John and Karen 

Harper. Without all of these people, the layout below would have been impossible. 

 

 
 

 

Unfortunately, and much to my dismay, the setup was prolonged by bugs and shorts in 

Pot Yards, we were running by 11 AM, however the show opened up at 10 AM,  to a 

light crowd.  

 

Thank you, Ed Beaver for assisting me in the planning and setup of the layout.  

 

 

Kudos to Dave Sealing from remodeling the T modules: new track, switches and a 

crossover were added. The switches permitted 2 full loops to run around the perimeter of 

the Octagon, or by throwing the switches the inner loop could be divided into two half 

loops, both  running through Pot yards, and allowing 3 loops for times when many 



runners were present. Initially we encountered a lot of sparking on the new K-Line 

switches, Carl Condon temporarily fixed this with duct tape. 

 

A special thanks to Bob Bitzer. Bob contacted me in advance and asked if it was ok to 

bring scores of his Department 56 buildings to the show, and decorate our modules with 

them. I thought it was a great idea. Bob brought them to the setup, and put them all up, 

many of them were lit. They looked great and enhanced the appearance of the layout.  

 

The Show: 

 

The staffing was good through the entire eight day show. Thanks to Skip and Carl for 

being at the layout every hour, of every day, of the show!  

 

I saw many Tracker and Tracker Kids having fun together, and lots of Tracker fellowship 

and camaraderie was had. I also saw lots of families enjoying our layout, smiles 

abounded.  

 

Many thanks to Trackers without modules that put themselves on the staffing schedule, 

and came to run trains during the week: Tony Duncanson, Bill Hakkarinen, Mike Fistere, 

Parks Shaeffer, Chuck Pestachi, John Zampino, Lynn Gaines, and others.  

 

Two visitors, Don Proctor and Scott Swanson, were invited to come and see what the 

Trackers were all about, they each brought and  ran trains, and helped with the setup 

and/or takedown. I guess they had a good time, Don and Scott officially joined the club at 

the January 2010 meeting. 

 

New “Partner” Fred Rossmark debuted a new module, with a coal tipple, you can make it 

out in the picture above, behind the hand truck. Thanks to both Fred and Skip for 

supplying photos in this report. Below is a picture of Fred’s son. 

 

 



 

 

I borrowed Frank Hale’s fish car, and it was a big hit with the crowd. All the fish 

survived, and are presently and are resting up for next year in my son’s aquarium.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

On Thursday 12/31, I got a call at 6AM from the Museum curator informing me that the 

museum would be closed that day due to snow and ice. I quickly called all the Trackers, 

awakening most, scheduled to come to the show that day and told them not to come in. 

Joe Helsing was notified and he blast emailed the group in case anyone was going to drop 

in.  

 

DCS/TMCC-Legacy/Conventional Operations: 

 

DCS 

 

Since we only had filter on half of the modules, Ed and I discussed, and decided in 

advance to forgo the all steel pin setup advocated by Steve, and go with fiber pins every 

three modules instead. DCS was the best ever at the B&O this year. It wasn’t perfect, but 

it was much better than before. In year’s past, adding engines to the remote from the track 

was rare, a programming track was needed, check track messages, and horns stuck on 

was the norm. This year I was able do track signal tests from the remote, add engines, 

adjust sound via the remote, etc. I couldn’t do that before! On the inner two loops and Pot 

yards I was getting all 10’s. On the outer loop I was getting mostly 10’s on 70% of the 

layout, and nothing on one stretch from the Horseshoe Curve to the Tracker sign. 

 

John Harper made and provided lock-on filters which improved the signal on areas that 

were giving us 2’s and 4’s, but didn’t improve the long dead zone above at all. 

 



I believe that the filters are improving the DCS signal on Tracker layouts. Next year I 

want ALL the modules at the B&O to have filters. 

 

TMCC 

 

TMCC and Legacy operations were fine. There was one TMCC snafu to keep in mind at 

future meets. One day we had four people running locos with Cab-1s on both loops. We 

suddenly had all 4 locos stopping at once, several times in a short period of time. 

Everyone thought it was a short circuit, it wasn’t. I watched what was going on, and saw 

that one of the runners was having trouble with their train regularly derailing. To stop the 

train each time it derailed they were pushing the red HALT button on the Cab-1. I 

informed them that the HALT button on the Cab-1, by design stops EVERY TMCC loco 

running on the layout on every loop. Case solved. 

 

Conventional 

 

I noticed one big power drop in an area that was dramatically slowing down the 

conventional locos. I inspected the nearby modules and found a disconnected plug, once 

plugged, the power drop was over. The plug was next to pedestrian cross-under, I suspect 

someone pulled out the plug by mistake when entering or exiting the layout. 

 

Teardown: 

 

Due to a large number of module owners and helpers, teardown went fast. The show 

closed at 4PM and we were on the road by 5:20 PM! 

 

Notes: 

 

Before setup and teardown started John Harper placed a camera high atop a railcar over 

looking the layout area. The camera was set up to take a picture every ten seconds or so. 

Soon, we will have a time lapse film of the setup/teardown. I can’t wait to see that! 

 

Recognition: 

 

This show marked the 11
th
 year of the Tracker’s participation in the B&O holiday show. 

We were there first club there, and have done it longer than any other groups. To show 

their appreciation, on the final day if the show, the B&O Museum gave all the module 

bearing Trackers a gift bag which included three interesting books from the gift shop. In 

addition, Skip Scheetz was publicly thanked by Curator David Schackleford on behalf of 

the B&O museum for ten years of service as Trackmaster for this show. Skip was 

presented with a beautiful large framed photograph of the B&O roundhouse interior, lit 

up by sunshine, and adorned with many American flags. Skip will also receive a 

Certificate of Appreciation from the B&O museum. 

 

Finally 

 

I hope everyone can come back next December, and do it again! 

 

Setup will be Sunday the 12/26, teardown Sunday 1/2. 

 

 


